
PESTEL OF GOOGLE

Google Inc., which is now known as Alphabet Inc., is actually a holding company that trades under two different ticker
symbols: NASDAQ: GOOGL and GOOG. Naturally, such a move could make Google very vulnerable to changing
political, economic, social, legal, technological and.

Pest Analysis On Google. Liabilities and legal costs could increase as Google enters fields like insurance and
experiments with delivery services. Where Google has emerged as leading search engine it is still challenged
by the competitors in social networking. Opportunity 1. Similarly Google can exploit the prospects of
improving the security conditions for its users. This invites litigation because of disputes over ownership. An
analysis of the company's investments in revealed that it was the most active investor in that period, outdoing
the capital arm of Intel and also its own best customer. It invests a lot on research and development to keep
ahead of its competitors. That will be a remarkable leap for a mmm 2. The cash that Goggle keeps overseas is
exposed to exchange rates. But the U. The increased use of virtual teams and other trends like telecommuting
have also led to increased use of Google apps and services. Google harbors a very warm and friendly internal
environment for its workers. Economic Factors That Could Affect Google Alphabet has accumulated a huge
amount of cash, which makes it very vulnerable to inflation. It is also increasingly involved in ecommerce,
including sales of products such as insurance and financial services. Makos, Jim. Moreover, the report
contains analyses of Alphabet business strategy, leadership, organizational structure and organizational
culture. They are one of the most important customers for Google and its social media channels like YouTube
and Google Plus. Growing sophistication of social media solutions and instant messaging. Apart from that
Google also seems to be planning to delve deeper into financial services with its wallet payment services.
Other legal areas that can influence Google are intellectual property rights and privacy of the users.


